New Product Aids
In Correction of Water

Booklet Gives Newest Facts
On Electric Light Progress

i

Supply Troubles

Nature first gave man his pre- is illustrated with a line drawing
sight for outdoor living—- for
identification
with home
hunting and
working by the equipment.
One new bulb finish recently
natural light of the sun and the marketed and
described in this
moon and the stars. With his booklet is a milky-white frosting
gift of sight, man learned to con- etched permanently
inside the
trol fire and eventually to make globe to provide “softer,” more
flattering
illumination.
artificial light from fats, waxes,
oils, gas and, finally, electricity.
Another is a white indirect
right
lighting
your
light—a
The
for
three-way bulb with 50home can be as important to your 100- and 150-watt stages which:
health, and indirectly determines produces
both upward indirect
mental attitudes.
Just as there light and downward, direct illumare lights that are unkind to us ination.
and to the decorative scheme of a Also described are the insect
room, there are lights that add to lamps that keeps bugs away,
the
our personal appearance and to miniature bulb that banishes
the graciousness of our surround- cooking, smoking and dampness
ings.
odors, and a new
decRecently printed and available orator bulb whichattractive
up
dresses
from one of the leading electriin living room,
cal manufacturers (for only a 3c older fixtures
dining room and bedroom.
stamp) is a 16-page booklet on
Step-saving remote control of
practical home lighting
ideas as radio, television
receiver, toaster,
recommended by illumination spe- alamp
or other electrical appliance
cialists.
In addition to reviewing the is easy with a new specially-fitted
newest designs in electric light cord in 9, 15 or 20 foot lengths.!
bulbs, this booklet details those For further information, please
best suited to several dozen kinds write to Mr. Derwin, Room 724,
of fixtures, brackets and table, The Star Bldg.,
inclosing selffloor and wall lamps.
Each type addressed stamped envelope.
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2930 45th Street N.W.
Open Sunday, 2to 6

Most desirable and attractive detached residence.
Six bedrooms
and three baths plus first floor library and powder room. The
house was custom built by the present owner and unusual attention given to fine detail.
Exceptional corner lot with beautiful
planting and garden. The house throughout is in perfect condition
ond most worthy of your inspection.
Exclusive

with

JOHN R. de SIBOUR & CO.
Realtors

WO. 6381

Eves., EM. 4535
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Fashionable Wesley Heights
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“Suburban Living with Convenience
Being In-Town”
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away.
Some of *the rusted particles
may discolor the water and often
rust deposits built up until they
clog the pipes.
When a hard bicarbonate water
is heated, lime scale forms directly on all metal surfaces in contact with the hot water.
Lime
scale has an insulating effect,
reducing
heat transfer and,
thus
in addition, restricting water flow.
In the case of heater coils and
m
m gju
MM
a
hot-water lines, it may completely
passage.
water
block the
Red water frequently occurs
with water obtained from a well.
When the water is exposed to air,
the iron present is oxidized and
the resulting precipitate gives the
water an unpleasant reddish color RECENTLY DEDICATED—Here is the recently dedicated new headquarters building of the Nawhich stains everything it touches tional Association of Letter Carriers, First street and Indiana avenue N.W., which is the latest
—Star Real Estate Section Photo.
—sinks, tubs,
linens—and it is office-building addition to the Washington skyline.
unsuitable for washing, drinking
the
utes
bathing.
phate
treatment needed for
once a month when rioreh number
of vitreous phosphate
or
In short, any of these three initial charge and that, in turn, conditioner is added to bring the products developed by this manudepends on the trouble involved quantity up to the initial level.
is a large technical staff
problems, singly or in combinaifacturer,
i
The conditioner is packed in jwith many years spent in research.
tion. will cost -a home owner and the volume of water to be
one, three and eight pound cantreated.
money unless corrected.
For further information, please
There is available now for the
write 'to Mr. Derwin, Room 724,
For example: Where corrosion isters.
Behind the development of this Star Building, inclosing self-adindividual homeowner a slowly is a problem, the initial charge
product, which is but one cf a!i!dressed stamped envelope.
soluble, vitreous phosphate, foodgrade
product which,
through should be at least one pound for
means of a feeder unit, treats the each 3,000 gallons per month. The
individual domestic water sup- feeder most commonly used in
While making the water homes having city water or small
ply.
more palatable, it is also highly private water systems is compact,
effective in preventing lime scale, only ll*/2 inches high. It holds
controlling corrosion and prevent- two pounds of water conditioner,
A Wooded Setting Ln Beautiful Randle Highlands C
ing red water.
and has a built-in bypass with
This product is not a water; shut-off valves.
softener or filter.
Once the conditioner is placed
This water conditioner or phos- in the feeder, it dissolves slowly
phate treatment may be intro- and steadily at a controlled rate.
&are??
duced into the water system byi Approximately 25 per cent of the
means of a sturdy tank-type feed- conditioner initially placed in the
er that is easily connected to the feeder will be fed continuously inwater line.
She
r
to the system over a month’s time
y
IP
s
The size of the feeder is deter- and no attention to the feeder is
by
phosexcept
necessary,
mined
the amount of
for a few min-

a.
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tanks and piping are atand the metal is eaten
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By D. M. Derwin
in combination, corrosion, lime scale and red water
can cause a great deal of trouble
and expense.
Corrosion is usually caused by
soft or acid waters at high temperatures.
It is then that water
tacked
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Only 15 Minutes to Downtown 5
Suburban Living Within City Limits
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Luxe rambler

(Adjacent

to

Foxhall

¦•

.

four-bedroom and two-bath Colonial brick residence.
Splendid living room and library, both opening
onto a screened porch
20x20, dining room and powder room, modern well-equipped kitchen,
two-car gorage, large semifinished recreation room
opening onto
garden ot ground level. Many features the discriminating purchaser
will appreciate are incorporated in the construction of this splendid
It merits your inspection.
house.
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Village)

4528 SALEM LANE N.W.

if Expandable

Open Saturday 2 to 6; Sunday, 1 to 6
High elevation, overlooking the Potomac River

and 2 Baths

,

Living Room with
if Separate
Dining

if Stan* and Brick with California Redwood Siding

Fireplace

Room
if
if Full Basement with 8-ft Ceil-

and city. Corner lot. New center-hall rambler
consisting of 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den, large
dining room, all electric kitchen and unusually
large living room opening onto porch. Full
basement, built-in garage. Gas A. C. heat.

ing. Picture Window, Outside
Entrance and Lavatory
if GE Air-Wall heat

GE Refrigerator, garbage Disif posal
and dishwasher
Short
Walk to Parochial
if
school
if Other schools, stores and
transportation

close by

*18,950
See the Completed,

DIRECTIONS!

Out Reservoir Rd. past Georgetown Hospital to Foxhall Rd.,
left on Foxhall approx. 100 ft. to Salem Lane, right on Salem to Indian
Rock Terrace and open sign.

4-Bedroom, 2-Both Home Priced At $21,450

EMPIRE ENGINEERING CORP.
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EX. 1690
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FIRST AND SECOND SECTIONS SOLD OUT

Vote Offering IVeic Section
-for December
.
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Occupancy

=3 BIG BEDROOMS

:=

? Large lots

PLUS THESE AMAZING
BIG HOME FEATURES

*

Burgundy School now under construction
V

H"
V

JUST CHECK THE ROOM SIZES
i

TO REACH: Out Mt. Vernon Memorial Blvd. to Duke Street in Alexandria, Va
turn right iy 2 miles to Telegraph Road, turn left 0/10 of a mile to Burgundy
Village sign. Or, out U. S. 1 to Huntington, turn right through Huntington to
Telegraph Road. Follow signs.

BANCROFT BUILDERS, INC.
BUILDERS A DEVELOPERS—

Kl. 8-5118

WALKER & DUNLOP
—INCORPMITED=

TE. 0148

J

<

201 Tower Bldg.

Agent

PRICED AT $43,850
OPEN SATURDAY, 3 to 6; SUNDAY, 2:30

M
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Dunlop Street,

Co tn ctic ? t
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ttraight
ahead
.

avenue
to
to Kerry

Columbia

Lane and

to 6

Country Club, right on
our open eign.
*

H

1= appeal to those who demand the best. Situated on the semi-circle of
a dead-end street, it is a home to be proud of, ideal for a growing
family and perfect for entertaining. The first floor has a gracious
entrance hall, step-down drawing roam, almost square in size, with
fireplace and adjoining screened living porch. Large family-size dining
room, completely equipped kitchen and first-floor lavatory. Unusual
library of excellent size with beamed ceiling and fireplace. The library
is situated between the first and second floor levels and over the two-car
EjE gorage. Four lovely bedrooms and two baths on the second floor. Finished
room and bath and storage space on the third floor. Complete basement,
large attractive recreation room with fireplace, laundry facilities, maid's
room and bath.
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OPEN TODAY, 2 to 7—Sun., I to 6 P.M.
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INCOftfOHATKO

Founded 1904
Telephone DEcatur 3600

B Is

Directions:

left to our

Cathedral

Hi

Avenue

"Open” sign.

to

Hth St.,

left on

Lane.

Exclusive Agent
j§f§ 1223 Connecticut Avenue N.W.

NAtionol 4080

Mini

the Last Opportunity Afforded
ind Enjoy GLENRUNNEL”
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OPEN TODAY AND TOMORROW, 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

II

FINAL SHOWING
DESIGNED AND BUILT BY

Furnished and Decorated By
W. & J. SLOANE

Spring Volley is a natural park of exceptional scenic
fifteen minutes' ride from the White House. There is
parable to Spring Valley in Washington. It is within
SM i HMMBWBmI definitely and delightfully apart from it.
residential community, easy of access, but safely removed from the encroachment of trade
be established in the dignity of private homes and estates, attracting people who value
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beauty only
nothing com-

the

city,

11
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and environment.
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A. N. MILLER
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DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

lilders and Developers of Wesley Heights, Sumner and Spring Valley
USETTS AVE
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and traffic,
culture and

sin Spring Valley with 3,4, 5 and 6 bedrooms are available at prices beginning at $33,250
ASK OUR REPRESENTATIVE AT "GLENRUNNEL" TO SHOW THEM TO YOU
)ut Massachusetts
Avenue to Nebraska Avenue (at Ward Circle), turn left, pass American
tckwood Parkway (the first intersection on your right), then straight ahead to Rockwood
inbrook Road and the Spring Valley “Home of ’52
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J. Rupert Mohler. Jr., Realtor
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Magner & Company

1321 Conn. Ave. N.W.
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THE SIMPSON-PEAK CO., Builders
Exclusive with

Randall H.

I

4301 Forest Lone N.W.

by lovely old trees and situated on a magnificent lot of good
elevation, containing 18,668 Sq. Ft., this substantially built home will =5 ;
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Evenings Phone John M. Rolls, NO. 9414

OPEN SUN., NOON-DARK

Ptnna Avt.'S.E. to Branch Ave., left on Branch Ave. to M
St., right on M St. and follow signs to 34th PI. and N St. S.E.

NA. 9300

J
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DIRECTIONS: Out

BOSS AMI PHELPS, INC.

MI7 K Si. N.W.

to 4 bedrooms
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8011 KERRY LANE
Attractive
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new
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